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Transforma New
19030 - Meat Mincer
Attachment for
Rotary Grater

19020- Rotary Grater
Attachment for
Meat Mincer
19080 Transforma Rotary
Drum Grater This

multifunctional tool can grate
and slice vegetables, nuts, fruit,
and cheese. It comes with
three extra sharp LASER CUT
drums for fine grating, coarse
grating or thin slices. Easily
transforms into a meat mincer
using meat mincer attachment.
Dishwasher Safe.

19090 Transforma Meat Mincer : The
19010 Crown Drums:
Sharp laser-cut drums are
ideal for hard cheese or
grating potatoes to make
potato pancakes etc.
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meat mince comes with practical accesories
for home cooking. Its sophisticated
construction guarantees easy meat and
vegetable grinding. It can also be used as a
cookie press. The meat mincer can also be
transformed into a Rotary Drum Grater bu
using the 19020 attachment.

SLICING - CUTTING
NEW

13780 SPIRELLI 2.0: The
attachable finger guard can be
pushed far into the slicer, making
sure the vegetable is used efficiently,
promising endless julienne spirals of
carrot, daikon radish, cucumber, and
all kinds of other firm vegetables.

13700 Spiral Slicer SPIRELLI XL:
THe Big Brother of the best selling

Spirelli, 30% larger for spiralizing ever
larger vegetables such as beets and
potatoes etc. Japanese steel blades
for easy cutting and finger gaurd.
Clad in stainless steel.

13410 Spiral Slicer
SPIRALFIX: Spiral cut just about any size
and shape of vegetable to 4 different sized
cuts, by rotating the blade set to the
desired width. The handle and bottom
piece fit inside to save cupboard space.

NEW

12940 Spiral Slicer

13460 Spiral Slicer - SPIRELLI The
Original Spiral Slicer that started the
trend. With the spiral slicer you can
create endless julienne strips of carrot,
daikon radish, cucumber, and all kinds of
other firm vegetables.

13590 Tomato and Apple
Slicer POMO: This is the only slicer
that can cut tomatoes into 12 juicy
and sizeable chunks. Comes with
an automatic cutting guide.
Japanese serrated steel blades slice
instead of crush.

13461 Vegetable Holder
Three stainless steel pins hold the
vegetables safely, and allows them
to be pushed further down into
the Spirelli funnel. Dishwasher
safe.

RÖSLI: GEFU’s spiral slicer inspires
cooking artists to create ever new
delicious decorations. Can be used to
create swirls, roses and other
decorations.

13420 Slicer
TARI: The slicer will make your work
in the kitchen easier. Easily cuts
mushrooms, mozzarella, tomatoes,
strawberries, grapes, mangos and
many other soft foods into 5 mm
sections.
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13450 Garlic Cutter
GARLICO: For fresher and better
garlic aroma! According to the motto,
don’t crush it, cut it; the clove of garlic
is not crushed. Instead it is cut into
rods. Very easy to clean.

SLICING - CUTTING
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50410 Julienne Slicer
ASIA: Julienne cutter with blades
made of high-strength Japanese
steel make it easy to quickly and
effortlessly create matchstick slices.

55700 Gourmet Slicer
VIOLINO: The best in all matters
concerning cutting and shaping.
With 3 different cutting blades,
you can cut thick or thin batons,
cubes or slices. Also includes one
finger guard and one storage box
for the blades.

13900 Cubico
CUBICO: The world’s fastest
mechanical cube slicer for tearfree cutting of onions and
vegetables. Stainless steel
blades. Dishwasher safe.

14680 Universal
Cutter RAFFINATO: Great
to use for cutting fresh
herbs, ham, lunchmeats,
cheese, etc. into strips.
Simply rinse under water or
place in dishwasher.
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50440 Adjustable Vegetable
Slicer VIOLI: Thanks to its compact
size, GEFU's vegetable slicer with 5
easily adjustable slice thicknesses is
the perfect kitchen partner for every
day.

14660 Pizza/Cake
Cutter PEZETTO: With a

14690 Tenderizer/
Dough Aerator

very sharp wheel, cuts
pizza with ease. Can also
be used for cutting
dough, cakes, hash
browns and pancakes.

REBBIO: Used to
tenderize meat before
cooking. Also ideal to
aerate yeast, pastry
and pizza dough.
Stainless Steel.
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13570 Apple Cutter
Parti: This apple slicer
easily cuts apples and pears
into 16 wedges thanks to
the sharp blades and
ergonomic soft plastic
handles. Dishwasher safe

12660 Herb Scissors
5 Pairs of blades quickly cut herbs for
preserving the aroma of the herbs.
Includes cleaning comb made of
stainless steel with soft-touch plastic
handles. Dishwasher safe.

13500 Pineapple Slicer Pro
PROFESSIONAL: Etched scale to
show the amount of slices.
Sharp cutting blade, small piece
cutter included. Stainless steel.

12650 All Purpose Shears
Stainless steel blades
withurpose She ergonomics,
with a bottle cap opener.
plastic handle
Dishwasher safe.

13550 Pineapple Slicer
PRO PLUS: Identical to the Pineapple Slicer
Pro but includes a storage container with a
lid. Cut little pieces directly into the storage
container with no mess.

12670 Multi-functional Scissors
Cutting paper or meat, cracking nuts
or opening tins, crown corks or pullring cans-- the uses are many. When
dissassembled, the scissors are even
suited for cutting vegetables and
scaling fish. Dishwasher safe.

13760 Insert for Vegetables
13750 French Fry Cutter
Comes with strong vacuum suction
grips for safety, sharpened stainless
steel chipping blades which provides
36 squares to cut through the
potatoes. Removable ejector and
blades.

This replaceable blade insert for
13750, cuts potatoes and
vegetables such as carrots and
cucumbers into 64 thin sticks
(9x9mm). Stainless steel. Not a
stand-alone item. Must be used
with 13750.
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54000 Truffle Slicer Tartufolo:
Very Sharp adjustable blade is
perfect for slicing tuffles or hard
cheese. radishes or mushrooms.
Stainless Steel

PEELING / CORING

13640 Tomato/Kiwi Peeler
POMODORO: The Japanese Stainless
Steel Blade on the peeler is perfect
for tomatoes, peppers and kiwi. It
has a small spoiler so that nothing
gets caught.

12520 Universal Peeler
Peeler for right-handed or lefthanded users is ideal for peeling
vegetables such as charrots,
cucumbers and potatoes. Made
with a Japanese steel blade.

13670 Vegetable/Cheese Peeler
VERDURA: The wide peeler has a
high quality Japanese Stainless Steel
Blade to efficiently peel soft cheese,
cabbage and green onions.

13650 Universal Peeler

13660 Julienne Peeler

UNIVERSALE: The peeler for fruits
and veggies includes a Japanese
Stainless Steel Blade for fruits and
vegetables, and glides smoothly
across to remove a very thin layer.

STRISCIA: The Japanese Stainless
Steel Blade effectively cuts strips
of carrots, cucumbers and
radishes.

12530 Apple Corer
KERN OTTO: The apple corer
makes it extremely easy to get rid
of cores due to its ergonomic
shape and the serrated edge.

12560 Asparagus Peeler
The shape and curved blade made
of Japanese Steel, peels asparagus
and carrots easily. The 1-finger grip
allows the peeler to be held
securely.

13720 Melon Baller

13740 Tomato Corer

BOCELI: The Melon Baller is perfectly
suited to shape fruit, vegetables and
butter. The sharp-toothed rim even cuts
into harder foods. The ergonomic
handle makes it comfortable to hold.

PICCO: Reliably removes the fibrous
core from tomatoes or the hull from
strawberries. The sharpened,
serrated rim ensures easy handling. It
is also perfectly suited to shape
fruits.
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PASTA / PASTRY

28400 Pasta Machine

28360 Pasta Drying Rack

PASTA PERFETTA: First class
quality in retro design—ideal for
making three types of pasta:
lasagna, tagliatelle, and
taglionlini. Easy to use—simply
turn the handle.

Six drying arms. Arms are
detachable for direct removal of
the pasta from the pasta
machine. The Drying Rack packs
into very small box for easy
storage. Dishwasher safe.

10800 Crepes/ Pancake Batter /
Spatzle Shaker
Making batter is easier than ever thanks to
the markings on the shaker, and the unique
"twister" insert for efficient batter mixing.

28440 Ravioli/Pasta Case Maker
For preparing larger quantities of
ravioli. Simply place a sheet of dough
onto the flour-sprinkled ravioli maker
and press down using the plastic
mold. Handwash only.

28480 Ravioli/Pasta-case
Foldable Square Easily make

28490 Ravioli/Pasta-case
Mold

fresh ravioli. Use the bottom of
the mold to cut the pastry, place
the cut pastry into the inside of
the mold and fill it. Stainless steel
with plastic handles.

Easily make fresh ravioli. Use the
bottom of the mold to cut the
pastry, place the cut pastry into
the inside of the mold and fill it.
Stainless steel with plastic handles.

2 mm dough thickness

14650 Pastry Roller
PIATTO: Roll out dough edges in the
baking pan without testing your
patience. Whether it's pizza, strudel
or yeast dough- it won't stick on the
roller.

14620 Adjustable Rolling Pin EXACT: Rolling
pin for adjustable dough thickness between 0 and 8
mm using height marks on the wheels. Nonstick
coating.
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8 mm dough thickness

GRATING / GRINDING

16330 Coffee Grinder LORENZO:
Grinds coffee beans to the perfect
consistency for espresso, filter coffee or
coffee made in a French press or
cafeterie. Readjustable ceramic grinding
gear provides 11 degrees of fineness.

34670 Nutmeg Mill
MOSCATA: Equipped with a laser cut
grater mechanism, the mill completely
grinds nutmegs and hazelnuts.

34660 Spice Mill
AROMATICO: Has a practical flipup handle to make it easy to fill,
and an adjustable ceramic
grinding device to modify the
fineness of your spices.

10760 Four-Way Grater
LASER CUT: Four different grating
patterns, it can handle all
vegetables as well as cheese,
chocolate, ginger and nutmeg.
Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

34680 Universal Cheese Grater
PARMIGIANO: Multifunctional grater
with two interchangeable discs. Hard
cheeses, nuts and chocolate.

50110 Wire Potato Grater
RUSTICA: Grates potatoes into a fine,
thin batter. Ideal for preparing the
batter for potato pancakes. Stainless
steel. Dishwasher safe.
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19150 Almond Mill
Almond and parmesan mill with
suction cup and screw-clamp. For
finely grinding almonds, nuts,
chocolate, hard cheese, etc.

19060 Rotary Grater
PECORINO: has two interchangeable
drums, perfect for making shavings and
fine crumbs out of chocolate, nuts, and
hard cheeses. Designed to be easy to turn.

10450 Nutmeg Grater
With a removable nutmeg
storage compartment and
plastic holder. Made from
stainless steel.

»La Linea«

51360 Fine Grater

51210 Coarse Shredder

FINO: For raw vegetables, parmesan
and chocolate. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe. Length: 14"

GREZZO: For grating vegetables
and cheese. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe. Length: 14"

51160 Flaker
FIOCCHI: This grater is perfect for
parmesan, garlic, leafy vegetables
and chocolate. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe.

51560 Remnant Holder and Fingerguard
RESTO: GEFU knows that fine details are
important. The remnant holder has a storage
container and is a cinch to use with every
grater in the La Linea series. Dishwasher safe.

51060 Crown Fine Grater
CORONA: Ideal for parmesan,
lemon and orange peel, as well as
fine vegetable pulp. Stainless steel.
Length: 14"

52050 Universal Grater MULTICO:
Two different grating blades for cheese,
spices, citrus and vegetables. Suited to fit
all your grating needs. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe. Length: 17"

THERMOMETER & TIMERS

12300 Large Timer

12230 Retro Timer -NEW

21820 Digital Thermometer

Timer with duration from
0 to 60 minutes can be
wound up precisely to the
minute. The red mark
shows the remaining run
time with a magnet on
the back.

HANDI: Receive updates on the
temperature displayed on the
mobile device by radio. Alarm
will sound when a certain
temperature is reached. Timer
up to 99 min. 59 sec.

SCALA: Highly functional digital
thermometer with an extra fast
temperature display (4-10 sec)
and an easy to read LCD display.
Simple to change from C to F.
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89247 BBQ Digital
Thermometer
Digital thermometer, made
to accompany the GEFU BBQ
product line, is handy and
precise. Practical hanging
loop, reads in C or F.
Stainless steel.

PRESSING / STRAINING
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24215 8mm
Strainer disk for
coarsely strained
foods. For 24200.

24210 1mm Strainer
disk for jellies, sauces,
fruit and vegetable
purees and baby
food. For 24200.

24200 Food Mill
FLOTTE LOTTE: Indispensable for all
kinds of preparation. With 2
interchangeable discs (2 mm and 3
mm) and a scraper. The 2 mm disc
allows the preparation of even
fibrous items, like the leek. Stainless
steel. Dishwasher safe.

13110 Potato, Juice and
13300 Potato Press
THE ORIGINAL: Robust and high
quality. Simple to use and easy to clean
—just remove the pin. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe.

Spaetzle Press
FORCE ONE: Up to 80% less pressure
required! Two interchangeable discs for
mashing potatoes, vegetables, fruit, and for
spaetzle. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

15410 Hamburger Press

15450 Draining Sieve RESISTI:

SPARK: Make hamburgers the easy way.
Stainless steel container dimpled to keep
the burger in shape. The ridges in the
container and the porcelain stamp
shorten the grilling time. Dishwasher safe.

The innovative design is guaranteed
to keep the food in the sieve. Can
also sit on top of pots or bowls.
Stainless steel with plastic
handles. Dishwasher safe. 10

24500 Strainer Press for Berries
FLEISSIGES: Dual purpose sieve with a fine
mesh. Can also be used for straining fruits
and vegetables when using the stirring
unit. Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

14320 Pastry Press
COOKIE: For unlimited baking
fun! Press directly onto a baking
sheet. Comes with 20 aluminum
design templates and 4 nozzles.

10910 Sieve Ladle
Everything can be easily taken
out of cooking pots or pans just
at the right time because of the
great dip volume and the flat
front section.

KITCHEN TOOLS

12170 10 Piece Dish Ring Set

NEW
28140 Two-Piece Mixing Bowl MESCA:

FORMIDABLE: This 10 piece dessert
ring mold set helps to make dishes
beautiful. Rings of three sizes and
pushers serve to plate a wide variety
of foods.

The large 4 quart stainless steel mixing bowl
comes with silicone base ring and non-slip
silicone handles and is perfect for mixing
dough, preparing salades or whipping up
creamy deserts.

NEW
19030 Meat Mincer Size 5
Robust Design from Fine Cast
Steel and stainless steel blades.

NEW
19030 Meat Mincer Size 7/8
Robust Design from Fine Cast
Steel and stainless steel blades.

21600 Multi-tweezers
PICCOLINO: Extra long (12") handle
makes this ideal for using in a Wok,
and for turning hot food in the pan.
Lifts hot food from deep pots.
Nylon, heat resistant up to 250°C

11920 Kitchen Tweezers
PINO: Tweezers offer a wide range of uses
for cooking, roasting, removing and serving.
The raised form prevents the tips from
coming into contact with the work surface.
Length: 11.8" Stainless steel. Dishwasher
safe.
safe.

11930 Kitchen Tweezers
PRECISO: These handy kitchen
tweezers are indispensable for
applying delicate decorations to
desserts. For delicate kitchen
work, 5.5" long. High-grade
stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

NEW
11500 Larding Needle

11200 Meat Roll Rings

Indispensable for inserting
bacon strips and herbs wild
game and lamb. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe. Length: 7.6"

Adjustable for different
roulade sizes, 6 pieces,
stainless steel.
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11000 Meat Rolls
Skewers Perfect for
gently handling meat,
and for securing
roulades, 10 pieces.
Stainless steel.

19140 Cherry Pitter DROPIO
Pit small quantities of cherries in
no time at all. Just put the cherry
into the holder, press, and done!
FDROPIO will also easily remove
the pits from marinated olives.

KITCHEN TOOLS
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13970 Citrus Oranges, lemons, limes or
other citrus fruits- juicing is easy with this
press. Juice is collected in the bottom
container and can be poured out easily with
the spout. 18/10 Stainless steel. Dishwasher
safe.

14490 Dressing Shaker This
dressing shaker is the perfect aid
for preparing salads in many tasty
varieties. Has 5 different dressing
recipes on the bottle!

35270 Decanter Cascada: The
stylish and functional decanter can
serve from a variety of positions
due to the ingenious ball valve
with built in strainer.

33610 Butter Dish
SERVIA: This butter dish from GEFU
not only looks better but keeps your
butter fresh for a longer time. The
bottom is a flat dish with a loosely
fitting lid.

12780 Milk Frother

12485 Lemon Juicer

15440 Chicken Roaster

MARCELLO: 16,000 RPM, the
battery-powered appliance
makes milk froth to
perfection. Comfortable,
ergonomic shape,
dishwasher-safe.

PRESCO: The pourer allows
lemon juice to be perfectly
portioned. Just screw the
juicer into the lemon,
squeeze the lemon and
pour. Also suited for limes
and oranges. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe.

SUPERB:Made of porcelain
and 18/10 stainless steel, this
roaster is ideal for roasting
chickens. The drip bowl allows
you to roast with little fat and
keeps the oven clean, and can
cook vegetables.

12790 Rotary Whisk
12770 Milk Frother FINO:
12460 Egg Separator
Easily separates egg whites
and yolks. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe.

Creamy milk froths at the push
of a button. Working at a
maximum speed of 12,000 RPM,
the battery-powered appliance
makes froth perfectly.
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12355 Egg Cracker
Place the egg cracker on the
egg. Pull the ball and let it spring
back to give the egg a crack. The
integrated salt shaker. The salt
shaker can be closed for storing.

Used to make milk
foam, sauces, desserts,
soups, whip egg whites
and more. The whisk
begins to rotate when
pushed down. Stainless
steel. Dishwasher safe.

KITCHEN TOOLS

12260 Pourer Spout
AUTOMATICO: This pourer spout will fit
on any bottle neck with an inner
diameter of 20 mm and ensures a
smooth flow. Opens and closes
automatically when pouring. ABS plastic/
silicone. Dishwasher safe.

12480 Pourer Spout (2)

12730 Sparkling Wine

2 pouring nozzels suitable for oil
and vinegar bottles. Stainless
steel. Dish-washer safe.

Use the stopper for quick and
airtight sealing to keep the wine
sparkling. Just place on bottle
and press.

12700 Bottle Stopper, 2 Pieces

12498 Bottle Stopper Easy

Practical bottle stopper for all kinds of
bottles. Seals reliably and securely to
prevent contents from leaking.

closing of glass bottles. Juice
and wine remain fresh and can
be stored in the fridge.

12860 Corkscrew MOLTOVINO:
The SantopreneTM-coated corkscrew
makes cork pulling really easy. The
coated screw moves into the cork
softly and smoothly. Self-pulling effect
through double-wing design.

13480 Wine Opener

12405 Bottle BOTTARE: Now on

13470 Can Opener CANDO: The patented

VINOSO: With an integrated dualblade foil cutter, you are able to
effortlessly remove the foil from
the bottle. After removing the
foil, simply reattach and remove
the cork.

you will only need one opener for
and crown caps. Easy opening with
the help of this ergonomic opener.
Stainless steel and plastic.

cutting tool safely opens the lid without
sharp edges. The lid can be reused. Simple to
use, ergonomic grip and pincer function to
remove the lid. Easy to clean and hygienic.
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BARBECUE PRODUCTS

89162 BBQ Injector
Ideal aid to inject gravy, marinades
and dissolved seasoning into meats.
Contains two needles, a plunger and
a storage container.

89248 Spare Rib Rack
Spare ribs come out perfect,
equally crisp and spicy all
around, thanks to this spare rib
rack. Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe.

89244 Grill Tongs
GRABBY: Using these long stainless
steel grill tongs, stay a safe distance
from the grill and still have full control
of food.

NEW
89259 Chicken Leg Holder
This pratical chicken leg holder can
cook up to 12 legs without turning
and the bottom drip pan allows for
no sticking or flare ups. Dishwasher
safe

89250 Vegetable Wok with
Detachable Handle

89251 Grill brush with
exchangeable bristle head

The vegetable wok brings culinary
pleasures and environmental awareness
together on the grill. A more durable
partner than aluminum trays for grilled
vegetables!

To clean cooking grills perfectly after
use there's the long-life grill brush with
exchangeable bristle head.
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89245 Turner
This ultra-flat BBQ turner has an
ergonomical handle, sloped edges
easily slide underneath the food on
the grill and can also cut it. Stainless
steel. Dishwasher safe.

89249 Grill Trio
Variety for the grill! The vegetable
and chicken roaster with shashlik
rack is a compact and stylish set
offering three functions.

12990 Stick Lighter
DRAGO: With the flexible metal
hose, this stick lighter easily reaches
between the bars of the grill to light
the charcoal. It is refillable, has a
child safety lock and special hanging
loop.
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11810 Barbecue Wooden Tongs

21590 Cooking and Grilling Tongs

21540 BBQ Tongs

NATURA: Our especially long barbecue
tongs are made with the practical
hanging loop and are held safely thanks
to the wavy ends. Length: 18.8"

DUO: These Stainless Steel tongs are

These tongs guarantee convenient
handling at the barbecue and at the
table. The wavy ends of the tongs hold
foods safely. 18/10 Stainless steel,
dishwasher safe.

perfect for grills or coated cookware,
and are equipped with the space-saving
mechenism by locking together. It
comes with a hanging loop and is heatresistant up to 210° c/ 410° F.

89155 Steak Knife Set, 4 pcs

89257 Grill Pan - Small - New
13 x 7.4 x 2 inch perferated stainless
steel grill pan perfect for cooking fish,
veggie

89258 Grill Pan Large -New
17 x 19 x 1 inch peferated stainless steel
grill pan. Gentle grilling and dishwasher
safe

15420 Barbeque Skewers

These knives are made from highquality stainless steel. They can
easily cut steak and other meats.

TWINCO: These 18/10 stainless steel
double skewers have an angular form
so the pieces remain in place without
slipping. The integrated slider makes
the food easy to remove. 2 piece set.
Length: 12.5"

NEW
15400 Slider Press SPARK
Smaller size burger press perfect
making tasty sliders. High quality
stainless steel with porcelain press

89156 Chicken Roaster and Vegetable Wok
Roast a whole chicken evenly, crisp
outside, juicy inside. 300ml aroma top to be
filled with marinade or beer. Doubles as a
vegetable wok when the marinade
contrainer is removed

89159 Barbecue Cutlery, 3 pcs
Exquisitely designed, high-grade set of
grill tools consists of grill tongs, grill fork
and turner.
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89160 3-in-1 Barbecue brush
High-grade 3-in-1 grill brush with soft
stainless steel bristles and stainless
steel scraper for easy removal of
grease and soot deposits.

KITCHEN UTENSILS

NEW
18910 Sprouter -BIVITA This

14580 Kitchen Brush

innovative sprouter makes it easy
to grow healthy delicision
sprouts. Glass dome provides the
best lighting condition while the
integrated strainer and base
allow water to drain for best
results.

BECKY: One brush for all purposes; the
kitchen brush is perfectly suited for
glazing cakes and cookies, but also for
marinating meat. An arched handle and
non-slip catch prevents messes.

16040 Fina
Decorating Shaker
When the base is turned,
contents of the shaker are
evenly spread over a
stencil. Three picture
stencils included: Heart,
Star, and Cup.

16100 Fina Sugar
Shaker Measures out
sugar perfectly, this
shaker stands out for its
proven functionality.

16110 Fina Cocoa
Shaker Decorates
food, beverages, and
pastries. Suited for
cocoa and fine
sugars.
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11910 Fish Bone Tweezers
These fish bone tweezers remove
fish bones precisely, reliably, and
easily so that nothing keeps you from
enjoying your fish. Their ergonomic
shape makes them pleasant to hold.

1612Fina Mesh-Top 89252 Spice Shaker
2-piece set The perfect set
Shaker

for your spice and
Decorates food,
beverages and pastries. seasoning needs! Stainless
steel. Dishwasher safe.
Best suited for
powdered sugar.
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»La Linea«

»La Linea«

14560 Kitchen Brush

14780 Meat Mallet CARPO:

ANGELINO: The perfect brush: noble
design, ergonomic. Ideal for baking and
all tasks where precision is a must.
Doesn't leave bristles, won't stick,
hygienic and easy to clean. Dishwasher
safe.

Double ended mallet with a flat
surface or dimples for optimum
meat preparation. Stainless
steel, hygienic, durable and
odorless.

»La Linea«

»La Linea«

»La Linea«

13690 Cheese Slicer
PAMA: The ultimate cheese slicer!
Two slicing cords ensure perfect
slices; thick or thin. High-quality
stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

»La Linea«

14770 Ladle and Scoop

14790 Spoon Spatula

14810 Silicone Spatula

FONDO: This ladle is two helpers in
one. You can divide stews and soups
into perfect portions. With the flat
front of the ladle, you can also
effortlessly scoop leftovers out of
pots and pans.

DESTRO: The multi-purpose kitchen
solution. The flat spatula with
sturdy edges is ideal to scoop up
slices of meat or vegetables and
makes turning omelets easy.
Stainless steel and heat-resistant
nylon.

DOLCE: Practical scraping tool: adjusts
to the shape of the bowl, does not
scratch the pan. With its long handle, it
is perfectly suited for deep pots.
Stainless steel handle. Dishwasher safe.

»La Linea«

»La Linea«

»La Linea«

14830 Potato Masher

14870 Whisk ALLEGRO: The whisk lies
comfortably in the hand, is flexible and
shapely. The use of silicone ensures a
soft, quieter touch. The coating protects
pots and pans. Stainless steel handle.
Dishwasher safe.
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14840 Cooking Spoon CERCHIO:

PATATA: Boiled potatoes can be
effortlessly mashed and made into
puree. Stainless steel, dishwasher
safe.

The cooking spoon adjusts
wonderfully to the edges of the pot,
pan, and bowl leaving noting behind.
Heat resistant up to 480°F.
Dishwasher safe.

KITCHEN TOOLS
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12910 Spice Infuser
GUSTO: The filled Colander is
perfectly suited for improving
soups, stews, or hot-spiced wine.
Has a silicone cord to help keep
GUSTO within reach.

12930 Glass Stove Top Scaper
BLANKO: This is indispensable for
cleaning glass stove tops. The optimal
angle for scraping burnt food from the
stove top is used on this stove top
scraper. Replacement blades available
for purchase.

12870 Tea Stick

12900 Tea-Filter

TEA LEAF: The tea stick makes for the
pleasure of aromatic tea. Just fill with
loose tea directly from the container,
put in a glass and let it steep. Stainless
steel. Dishwasher safe.

ARMONIA: Even with large volumes,
Armonia provides full aroma and perfect
taste thanks to its micro-filter structure.
Includes lid to cover tea while it brews
that also serves as a coaster to collect
drips. Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

GKW 6850 A-Maze Knife
Block The a-maze brings new meaning to
form following function. The design, with
its smart arrangement of horizontal and
vertical slots makes organizing all of your
kitchen knives unbelievably intuitive. 4.5" x
4.5"

35400 Kitchen Torch
FUEGO: The professional-quality
kitchen torch for carmelising,
browning, or cooking "au gratin"
and finishing crusts.

NEW
15850 Cookbook Holder

89113 Display Herbal Scissors

LIBRO: The cookbook holder has a
large safety glass plate (16.5 x 10.6")
to protect cookbooks. Stainless steel.

Set of 12 Green Herbal Scissors. Same
item as 12660. These are green with the
soft-touch handle and comes with the
cleaning comb. In CDU for easy sale.
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00092/A SPIRELLI XL GIft
Set : Iconic Design - Extra Large
Spirelli in Stainless Steel, with
Universal Peeler and Brush in Gift
Set. Japanese steel blades.
Dishwasher safe. Limied Edition!

SKK is one of the leading manufacturers of hand-cast aluminum nonstick cookware worldwide. The tradition of German craftsmanship is
combined with modern and state-of -the-art technology resulting in a
product that is guaranteed to be exceptionally fine.
All SKK Pans are Hand Cast in Germany and are PFOA Free. No Nickel,
No Lead, Heat Resistant up to 840° F, Guaranteed for 5 years

*
SKK Fry Pans are available with
removable handles

220: 8" Fry pan (20/4 cm).
Series Nine Diamont 2000 Plus
Non-Stick surface Coating

524: 8" Deep Fry Pan (24 x/5.5 cm)
524R - With Removable Handle
Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus Non-Stick

224: 9.5" Fry pan with (24/4 cm)
224R - With Removable Handle
Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus
Non-Stick surface Coating

Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus NonStick
236: 10" Saute Pan (26 x 7.6 cm)
236R - With Removable Handle
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232: 12.5" Fry Pan (32/4 cm)
232R - With Removable Handle
Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus
Non-Stick surface coating

238: 11" Saute Pan (28 x 7.5 cm)
238R -With Removable Handle
Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus
Non-stick

256 : 8.5 Quart Stewpot with Glass Lid
Series 9 Titanium 2000 Plus
Non-Stick surface coating.

037 - 6" Glass Lid
038 - 7 " Glass Lid
040 - 8" Glass Lid

044 - 9.5" Glass Lid
043 - 10 " Glass Lid

251: 2 Quart Sauce Pan
251R : with removable handle
Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus
Non-Stick ( 8 " x 4.75" Deep)
(uses 8" lid)

226: 10" Crepe Pan
Series Nine - Titatium 2000 Plus
Non-Stick surface coating.

258: 2.3 Quart Sauce Pan with lips
258r : with removable handle.
Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus
Non-Stick (uses 6" Lid)

257: 1 Quart Sauce Pan
257R: with removable handle
Series Nine Titanium 2000 Plus Non-Stick
6" x 4.75" Deep (16 cm x 11 cm)

242: 24cm / 9.5" Square Grill pan
with (24 x 24 cm). Series Nine
Titanium 2000 Plus Non-Stick
surface Coating

Gourmet Kitchenworks, LLC
450 S Union Ave., Suite G Springfield MO, 65802

048 - 11 " Glass Lid
052 - 12.5" Glass Lid

Phone: (417)459-4273
Fax: (417)889-9111
info@gourmetkitchenworks.com
www.gourmetkitchenworks.com

